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Table: Ablation studies on COCO val-2017. “err” and “ml” denotes explicit
recognition results and margin loss, respectively.

The mainstream object detectors usually treat each region separately, which overlooks the important global context information and the associations between object
categories. We propose KROD (Knowledge-guided Reasonable Object Detection),
which consists of the GKM (Global Category Knowledge Mining) module and
CRM (Category Relationship Knowledge Mining) module, to improve detection
performance by mimicking the processes of human reasoning. Without bells and
whistles, extensive experiments show that the proposed KROD can improve
different baseline models (both anchor-based and anchor-free) by a large margin
(1.2% ∼ 1.8% higher AP) with marginal loss of efficiency on MS COCO.

Table: Comparison with mainstream methods on COCO test-dev. The symbol “*” means our
implementation. The number in [ ] denotes the relative improvement. We exclude all the
training and testing tricks in our experiments for fair comparison. All the settings are the same
as the default settings provided in the MMDetection.

Motivation
Fig: The overall KROD framework consists of (a) an arbitrary vanilla object
detector and two extra modules (b) GKM and (c) CRM. GKM introduces global
context knowledge to the backbone and the image-level classification results can
explicitly suppress (dotted line, only used in the testing phase) the false positives.
CRM refines the original prediction via a knowledge graph based on object
catecory co-occurrence relations. (d) is the margin loss to further enhance the
discrimination ability of classification.

Module - GKM
The detector incorrectly detects the “traffic light” (top-right) in a kitchen, as the
classification only relies on local features. To mimic human reasoning procedure,
we need some other auxiliary information including global contextual information
and object-object relation.

Table: Ablation studies of GKM on COCO val-2019. “Sch.” indicates training
schedule. Note that GKM here doesn’t use recognition results, thus runtimes of
the same detecor are exactly the same.
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Fig: The illustration of the GCN model.

Fig: Heatmap visualization. Left: feature of ResNet w/o GKM. Right:
feature of ResNet w/ GKM

Fig: Visualization of baseline and KROD. The left side of each pair of images is
the original detection result and the right side is the result after applying our
method. False positives are indicated in yellow. The score threshold for
visualization is 0.3.

